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A New Medium for the Isolation of
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The effectiveness of a recently developed medium prepared by Difco
with No. 73 dehydrated broth and No. 76 dehydrated agar was compared
with that of Albimi and Difco tryptose media for the isolation of Brucella
and Salmonella by blood culture. The results show that the new material
seems to be of advantage with regard to time of isolation.

The media were arranged in a special apparatus for double medium,
which has been described elsewhere.* The slants of agar were prepared
with 76 agar, tryptose agar and Albimi agar and the broth layer with
73 Difco, tryptose broth and Albimi broth, respectively.

A group of 767 patients, including (a) suspected cases of brucellosis
who had been dismissed as negative owing to the lack of clinical and
bacteriological evidence; (b) cases found to be suffering from brucellosis,
and (c) cases of brucellosis under treatment with antibiotics. Blood was
inoculated in amounts of 5-8 ml, two bottles being used for this purpose,
one with medium 73-76 and the other with either Albimi or tryptose. In
62 cases-about 8% of all trials-Brucella melitensis or B. abortus were
isolated. Since there was no significant difference between the action of
Albimi and that of tryptose media, we considered it unnecessary to pre-
sent separate figures when comparing the results with those of 73-76.

In the first instance, it was surprising to find that in almost half of
the cases Brucella were isolated in one bottle only; this is an indication of
the very low numbers of organisms in circulation. Nevertheless, as the
following data show, some advantage was gained from using the 73-76
medium.

Number of positive Albimi and tryptose New medium
isolations (73-76)

33 Positive Positive
17 Negative Positive
12 Positive Negative

Although these figures may be insufficient evidence to demonstrate the
superiority of the new medium, it should be pointed out that cultures
appeared more rapidly on the 73-76 slants than on those of the other
media. The same observation was made during the course of comparative
isolations with the new medium and tryptose in blood cultures obtained
from typhoid patients. Although both sets of media produced positive
cultures there was a definite precocity in the appearance of colonies on
the slant of medium 73-76.

* Ruiz Castafneda, M. (1947) Proc. Soc. exp. Biol. (N. Y.), 64, 114


